Edge preparation
for welding
Outokumpu PSC Nordic
Outokumpu PSC Nordic is specialized in edge
preparation of Moda, Core, Supra, Forta and Ultra range
stainless steel grades.
We perform edge preparation on everything from plates to profiles.
Our main process for edge preparation is via our specialized
belt grinding machine. This machine has an adjustable grinding
assembly in order to handle edge preparations infinitely from more
or less 0 – 90 degrees. The machine is constructed to be able
to handle the most frequently used edge preparations but also
equipped to handle so called released joints.
In addition to this technology we can also offer edge preparation
in one of our plasma cutting- or water jet cutting machines being
equipped with a phase cut unit making it possible to offer phase
cuts. It is also possible during cutting to seamlessly change the
phase angle. Performing edge preparation of small details we can
also offer edge preparation through milling or edge preparation with
phase machines.

Dimensions
Our machine park for edge preparation can handle dimensions from
100 mm wide strips up to 3 000 mm wide plates. The maximum
length that can be edge prepared is 13 000 mm.
Edge preparations like I, V, K or X edges are easily made and
offered. The customer will have their cut and/or bent detail
including edge preparation ready to be welded into the customer
application.

Table 1

Belt grinding machine edging
Plasma cutting machine
Edging machine
Water jet cutting machine

Max plate size, mm

Max plate thickness, mm

Edge preparation

Angle

12 500 x 3 000
13 000 x 3 000
13 000 x 3 000
6 600 x 3 300

40
25
50
50

V-fog, X-fog
V-fog, X-fog
V-fog, X-fog
V-fog, X-fog

0–90°
+/- 45°
20–50°
+/- 45°
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Working towards
forever.
We work with our customers and partners to create
long lasting solutions for the tools of modern life
and the world’s most critical problems: clean energy,
clean water, and efficient infrastructure. Because we
believe in a world that lasts forever.

Outokumpu PSC Nordic
Box 902
SE-693 29 Degerfors Sweden
Phone: +46 (0) 586 477 00
Fax: +46 (0) 586 477 90
E-mail: psc.nordic@outokumpu.com

Information given in this data sheet may be subject to alterations without
notice. Care has been taken to ensure that the contents of this publication
are accurate but Outokumpu and its affiliated companies do not accept
responsibility for errors or for information which is found to be misleading.
Suggestions for or descriptions of the end use or application of products or
methods of working are for information only and Outokumpu and its affiliated
companies accept no liability in respect thereof. Before using products
supplied or manufactured by the company the customer should satisfy
himself of their suitability.
MODA, CORE, SUPRA, FORTA, ULTRA, DURA, THERMA and DECO are
trademarks of Outokumpu Oyj.
PRODEC, EDX, FDX, FDX 25, FDX 27, LDX, 253 MA, 254 SMO, 654 SMO, LDX
2101, LDX 2404 are registered trademarks of Outokumpu Oyj.
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